Active materials[@b1][@b2] powered by light or chemical sources offer intriguing technological and biomedical potential, from targeted drug delivery[@b3] and microscale reactors[@b4][@b5] to tissue engineering[@b6] and energy harvesting[@b7][@b8]. An important subgroup of active materials is fluid-based[@b2], encompassing ATP-driven liquid crystals[@b9][@b10], bromine-fueled squirmer droplets[@b11], Janus particles[@b12][@b13][@b14], colloidal rollers[@b15] and microbial suspensions[@b16][@b17]. These systems are central to current microfluidic soft robotics research[@b18] owing to their ability to self-assemble into complex structures[@b12][@b13][@b14], spontaneously create unidirectional flows[@b19] and transport microcargos[@b7][@b20]. While much has been learned about the ordering principles of active fluid systems in the last decade[@b2], their intrinsic computational potential has yet to be systematically explored and exploited[@b21][@b22][@b23].

The recent discovery of collective bacterial spin states[@b17] suggests that self-organized active flows can be utilized for microfluidic information storage or transport. Moreover, certain classes of organisms, such as the slime mould *Physarum polycephalum*[@b24][@b25], use fluid-mediated computation strategies to solve complex optimization problems, but the decentralized algorithms at work have yet to be deciphered. Microfluidic technology has been successfully employed to perform universal Boolean computation through sub-millimetre bubbles[@b26][@b27], enabling the logical control of chemical micro-reactors in lab-on-a-chip devices. However, bubble logic requires an externally applied pressure difference[@b26][@b27], analogous to an applied voltage in a conventional computer. Ferrofluid droplet computation[@b28] similarly depends on an external rotating magnetic field 'clock\'. By contrast, active liquids can flow spontaneously[@b9][@b10][@b11][@b19], while still undergoing complex global topological interactions[@b29]. This makes active fluids a promising candidate for the implementation of autonomous computation schemes to drive microfluidic reaction, mixing and transport devices and uncover algorithmic principles underlying decentralized decision-making in *Physarum*[@b24][@b25] and other organisms.

The computational power of any physical or biological system is limited by design choices[@b30] and thermodynamic constraints[@b31]. Classical Turing-type machines[@b30] sequentially perform localized binary operations, while being energetically limited through Landauer\'s principle[@b32]. Quantum computers[@b33] exploit nonlocal entanglement but typically require very low operating temperatures to suppress decoherence. Neural circuits[@b34] rely on feedback loops that can be expensive to maintain[@b35]. DNA computing[@b36][@b37] exploits parallelism to counter slow processing speeds. The active flow networks (AFNs) considered here operate far from thermal equilibrium and realize a nonlocal computation approach that functions at room temperature by combining global incompressibility with local energy conversion constraints. The balance of energy uptake and dissipation forces a microbial or ATP-driven fluid to travel at a preferred speed along micro-channels[@b19], while fluid incompressibility imposes topological constraints on the flow network dynamics that enable the implementation of logical operations. A compact mathematical description of AFNs is made possible by a recently proposed mapping onto an effective lattice-field theory[@b29]. Here, we use this generic framework to construct active matter logic (AML): we implement universal logical operations, reversible gates and memory storage in set--reset (SR) latches through the synchronized action of many individual AFN components. We also evaluate the robustness of AFN-based computation against noise.

Results
=======

Input--output active flow network model
---------------------------------------

To construct networks capable of logical operations, we first define closed incompressible AFNs as previously introduced[@b29] before augmenting with input--output capability. Our mathematical approach towards describing AFNs takes direct guidance from recent experiments[@b19] demonstrating that highly concentrated suspensions of *Bacillus subtilis* bacteria spontaneously self-organize into stable unidirectional flows when confined in narrow microfluidic channels (of width \<50 μm).

Modelling a network of narrow channels filled with dense active matter, let Γ be an oriented graph comprising vertices *V* and edges *E*; that is, a graph with every edge assigned an arbitrary directionality. Active flows along the edges of Γ are then given by the vector **Φ**=(*φ*~*e*~) of fluxes along each edge *e*∈*E*, where *φ*~*e*~\>0 and *φ*~*e*~\<0 represent flow with and against the orientation of *e*, respectively. Now, let **D**=(*D*~*ve*~) be the signed incidence matrix of Γ such that *D*~*ve*~ is +1 if *e* enters *v*, −1 if *e* leaves *v*, and 0 if *e* is not incident to *v*. To model spontaneous activity-driven flow along the edges while respecting incompressibility at every vertex, **Φ** is taken to obey a pseudo-equilibrium model defined by the Hamiltonian

The first term, with coupling constant *λ*, models spontaneous active flow *φ*~*e*~→±1 through the double-welled potential , as in Landau-type models. This is subject to the soft incompressibility constraint imposed by the second term with coupling constant *μ* which, provided , requires the net flux (**D**·**Φ**)~*v*~ at each vertex *v*∈*V* be approximately zero. The energy (1) then yields discrete minima where each edge is either flowing, *φ*~*e*~=±1, or in a non-flowing state *φ*~*e*~=0 depending on incompressibility-induced topological frustration. Note that a sixth-order flux potential *V* is necessary to avoid an unphysical hidden symmetry of quartics and guarantee physically realistic[@b19] discrete minima *φ*~*e*~∈{−1, 0, +1} rather than the continuum of fractional states that would result from the interaction of a quartic potential with the quadratic incompressibility constraint[@b29]. Other polynomial potentials not sharing the hidden symmetry of quartics could be used as well and yield results similar to those discussed below.

Closed AFNs can be expanded to implement input--output capability by allowing non-zero flux through special vertices while preserving incompressibility in the bulk, distinct from conventional neural networks[@b34][@b38]. An input--output AFN has augmented vertex set *V*∪*∂*Γ comprising bulk vertices *V*, which correspond to the vertices of closed AFNs, and boundary vertices *∂*Γ of degree 1 (that is, incident to exactly one edge). The boundary vertices *∂*Γ=*∂*Γ~in~∪*∂*Γ~out~ function as flux inputs and outputs: input vertices *∂*Γ~in~ are constrained to have net outward flux according to the prescribed binary input vector **I**=(*I*~*v*~), whereas output vertices *∂*Γ~out~ remain unconstrained; instead, their net flux *O*~*v*~=(**D**·**Φ**)~*v*~ defines the output vector **O**=(*O*~*v*~). This is achieved through the boundary energy

constraining (**D**·**Φ**)~*v*~≈−*I*~*v*~ for all *v*∈*∂*Γ~in~ when , which is added to the bulk energy *H*~0~ in [equation (1)](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Finally, we introduce diode edges *E*~+~⊆*E* permitting flow only in their positive direction *φ*~*e*~\>0, as can be realized through geometric channel patterning[@b39]. In particular, we always connect appropriately oriented edges in *E*~+~ to the input and output vertices *∂*Γ to prevent spurious backflow into or out of the system. This is accounted for through an additional diode energy *H*~+~ satisfying *H*~+~=∞ if *φ*~*e*~\<0 for any *e*∈*E*~+~ and zero otherwise, giving a total energy *H*=*H*~0~+*H*~*∂*Γ~+*H*~+~ for an input--output AFN.

When coupled to an environment that acts as a heat bath, AFNs obey dynamics that are closely related to the Toner--Tu model of polar active fluids[@b40][@b41]. In the absence of complex correlation statistics[@b42], the flow **Φ** is taken to obey the Langevin equation[@b29]

with inverse noise strength *β*, where **W**~*t*~ is a vector of independent unit-variance Brownian processes, resulting in a Boltzmann stationary distribution ∝ exp\[−*βH*(**Φ**)\]. Now, in the limit *μ*→∞, **Φ** is constrained to the submanifold of incompressible and input-respecting flows---that is, (**D**·**Φ**)~*v*~=0 for all *v*∈*V* and (**D**·**Φ**)~*v*~≈−*I*~*v*~ for all *v*∈*∂*Γ~in~, respectively---on which the components obey . On the other hand, in a narrow channel whose long axis is parallel to , the lowest-order Toner--Tu equation[@b40][@b41] for the incompressible uniform polarisation field reduces to for activity strength *σ*. The usual Toner--Tu term *v*(1−*v*^2^) is simply the beginning of a phenomenological gradient expansion and serves an identical purpose to our which, as discussed above, derives from a potential which can be of any double-welled form beyond simple quartic. Therefore, when many such channels are linked together with flux-conserving boundary conditions in a coarse-grained networked form of an incompressible Toner--Tu model[@b43][@b44][@b45], AFN physics arise as a result of the shared Landau theory roots.

AFNs allow us to construct logical circuits in a conceptually different fashion to classical logic. Stable states of an AFN, which are local minima of *H*, comprise flowing edges with and non-flowing edges with *φ*~*e*~=0, subject to conservation of flux at every vertex. When Γ is restricted to vertices of degree at most 3, as we will do here, the incompressibility constraint then implies that states must have either zero or two flowing edges incident to every bulk vertex. Stable states therefore comprise vertex-disjoint paths of flowing edges from each active input to distinct outputs and, where possible, closed vertex-disjoint cycles of flowing edges through other internal vertices. The configuration energy *H* is then proportional to the (negative of the) number of flowing edges, favouring states with greater total flow. Because input--output flows are disjoint, they constrain one another\'s allowable locations according to the global topology of Γ. Thus the behaviour with one input active can be changed globally by activating a second input, suggesting that complex operations can be computed by appropriately designed networks. (Note that if a more complex form of *V*(*φ*~*e*~) is employed in [equation (1)](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} which does not respect *V*(±1)\<*V*(0), the situation reverses and states with lesser flow become favoured, in contrast to the spontaneous flow character of active matter. In such a scenario, topologically-rooted flow interactions are less common and our control is more limited.) This is particularly true in the zero-noise limit *β*→∞ when the only states---the ground states of *H*---are those with the maximum possible number of edges flowing. It is in this limit that we have the most control in order to create active logic gates, whose ground states at different input choices have output values yielding particular logical operations, as we now show.

Logic gates
-----------

The elementary operations AND (⁁) and OR (⋁) can be realized simultaneously as the ground states of a single small active network ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The network accepts two inputs, *X* and *Y*, and its two outputs give *X*⁁*Y* and *X*⋁*Y*. This is achieved through a single cross-input coupling edge and the insertion of simple edges before one output (*X*⋁*Y*) to render it energetically favourable to the other (*X*⁁*Y*) when only one input is active. For example, consider the input state *X*=0, *Y*=1. As there are no loops in this network, any ground state must comprise a single connected active flow from *Y* to one of the two outputs. In this case, there are only two such flow states: one flowing from *Y* to the *X*⋁*Y* output, and one from *Y* to the *X*⁁*Y* output. However, the former of these has five edges in a flowing state whereas the latter has only three edges flowing. Thus the former has lower energy than the latter, implying that for this pair of inputs there is only one ground state, whose outputs correctly read *X*⋁*Y*=1 and *X*⁁*Y*=0.

The operation NOT (¬) can also be simply realized ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Unlike AND/OR, as NOT must output 1 from an input of 0, flux conservation demands an additional power leg permanently fixed at 1; conversely, to output 0 for an input of 1 with power also present, conservation demands two ground legs, whose value is ignored, down which the input and power can be dumped. These concepts are familiar from traditional conservative logic[@b46], wherein logical operations are performed using elements that route unit signals around a circuit while neither creating nor destroying those signals. The axioms of conservative logic also demand one-to-one mapping of input tuples to output tuples, termed reversibility, for all operations, which is not necessarily implied by conservation. However, simultaneously conservative and reversible gates can be constructed in AML, as we will see later.

In classical logic circuits, chaining AND and NOT yields the universal gate NAND which can be used to implement arbitrary Boolean logic. Similar concatenation can be performed in AFNs, provided care is taken to preserve the required ground states. Non-trivial global effects mean that naively combining the networks for AND and NOT in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} does not immediately yield NAND: upon merging the output edge for *X*⁁*Y* in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} with the input edge in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, the new path from the *X* input to the ground legs of the added NOT means the resultant network has two ground states for the input combination *X*=1, *Y*=0, one with output 0 and the other with output 1. Nevertheless, active networks can still be exploited to construct NAND in this fashion. The naive concatenation fails because the configuration that should be sending zero input into the appended NOT portion no longer has sufficient energy to retain its unique ground state given the added extra flow path. Therefore, by taking the above construction and inserting an additional edge before what was the *X*⋁*Y* output, the path from *X* to this ignored output is made energetically preferable to the spurious new path from *X* into the NOT portion when *Y*=0. This restores the desired ground states ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Put broadly, if appending a new gate to an output, any additional candidate paths for input states intended to send zero into the appended portion can be disfavoured by upweighting all output and ground legs in the original portion through insertion of extra output-adjacent edges. In practice, such functional stabilization could be achievable by tuning channel geometry[@b19].

Another departure from classical circuits is in the FAN-OUT operation or signal splitter, taking one input and replicating it on two identical outputs. As active network flows are effectively discretized, a signal cannot be copied simply by splicing on another wire; rather, FAN-OUT is itself a powered and grounded active circuit. In fact, as *X* is output on both ground legs, FAN-OUT is realized simultaneously with NOT in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, akin to the simultaneous realization of AND and OR in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. This circuit can then be appended to any other gate to increase that gate\'s fan-out count, provided other output legs are lengthened as necessary in order to preserve the required ground state paths. In general, as in traditional conservative logic[@b46], the ground legs of an operation may output other useful logical expressions that can simplify construction of a larger system. These considerations emphasize how AML is most effective as a top-down, global construction to benefit from the advantage of autonomy inherent in AFNs.

Environmental noise
-------------------

Upon taking environmental noise into account, the Langevin [equation (3)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} holds and the density of states is a Boltzmann distribution ∝ exp\[−*βH*(**Φ**)\]. AML then becomes probabilistic with a drop-off from perfect accuracy that can be tuned through geometry or microscopic activity[@b9][@b19]. For and , the order of magnitude of the error---the probability of observing the incorrect result---can be evaluated in terms of the free-edge flow weighting by replacing the continuous density of states exp\[−*βH*(**Φ**)\] with that of a discretized system and expanding probabilities in *α*. This estimation shows that while the error in the NAND gate in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"} is linear in *α*, the AND/OR network in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} is more robust for specific input combinations. In particular, on top of simple mass conservation demanding that AND and OR must be essentially perfect for identical inputs *X*=*Y*, AND exhibits error of only *O*(*α*^3^) for *X*=0, *Y*=1. This robustness---due to the difference in the number of active edges between the two possible output states---and that of the more sensitive *X*=1, *Y*=0 input pair can be further exponentially enhanced by lengthening the upper edge, trading simplicity for accuracy. True operational error can be quantified by numerical evaluation of the marginal distribution *p*(*O*~*v*~\|**I**) for the desired output vertex *v*, as shown for NAND in [Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} by numerical integration of [equation (3)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} at two noise amplitudes (Methods). These results imply that the desired robustness and the noise characteristics of the realization scheme should be taken into account when designing AML systems.

Memory
------

Multistable circuits with memory arise naturally within AML as dynamic networks with multiple ground states. A classic set--reset (SR) latch requires at least two logic gates---two NANDs, for instance---and feedback loops between them. In contrast, the global topological feedback inherent in AFNs mean that a memory circuit similar to the SR latch can be constructed very simply ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). When *S* and *R* are both 0, the two network ground states correspond to outputs *Q*=0 and *Q*=1. In the zero noise limit *β*→∞ these states are stable and the output will not change until one of *S* or *R* is changed. On setting *S* to 1, the flow route from the power leg to ground is cut off and *Q* immediately sets to 1; upon releasing *S*, the stable state requiring fewest edge changes (and so nearest in state space) will be favored[@b29] and *Q*=1 is set. Conversely, setting *R* to 1 forces the power flow through the ground leg such that releasing *R* then favors the state with *Q*=0. Implementing this circuit as a continuous active network obeying the Langevin [equation (3)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}[@b17][@b29] confirms its memory properties at low noise ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; Methods). Traditional SR latch behaviour, where *Q*=0 is output immediately on setting *R*=1, would require a doubly-grounded network capable of dissipating both the power and reset signals.

Reversible gates
----------------

The NAND gate in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"} is not reversible, since the (*X*, *Y*)=(0, 1) and (1, 0) inputs yield identical output and ground leg states: that is, the precise input state cannot be deduced from all readable output data. However, employing closed loops within an AFN, exploiting mutual exclusivity of active flows, allows fully reversible gates to be constructed. For example, a reversible XOR (⊕) gate is provided by the two-output CNOT (controlled-NOT) operation familiar to quantum logic[@b33], realized as the ground states of the network in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. This accepts a data input *X* and a control input *C*, outputting ¬*X* if *C* is 1 and *X* if *C* is 0, which is precisely *X* ⊕ *C*, as well as always outputting *C*, giving a one-to-one mapping of input pairs (*X*, *C*) to output pairs (*X* ⊕ *C*, *C*). The more complex three-input Fredkin or CSWAP gate[@b46], which serves as the fundamental gate of conservative logic[@b46] and is remarkably both reversible and universal, can also be realized in AML ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In general, mass conservation means that we expect fully reversible computing to be realizable within the AML framework.

Discussion
==========

Beyond logical operations, finding local energy minima of an AFN can be recast as a Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) similar to those considered in DNA-based computing[@b36][@b37]. Given a Boolean formula *f*(*x*~1~, ..., *x*~*n*~) with logical variables *x*~*j*~∈{0, 1}, the associated SAT problem asks whether one can find solutions of *f*(*x*~1~, ..., *x*~*n*~)=1. To connect this problem with AFNs, suppose that the underlying graph Γ is closed---that is, it has no inputs or outputs (*∂*Γ=∅). To each edge flux *φ*~*e*~ we associate a Boolean variable *x*~*e*~ where *x*~*e*~=1 represents *φ*~*e*~=±1 and *x*~*e*~=0 represents *φ*~*e*~=0. Incompressibility at a vertex *v*∈*V* then implies the logical condition that an even number of the incident edges *e*∈*E*(*v*) have *x*~*e*~=1. For example, a bulk degree-3 vertex with incident edge variables *x*~1~, *x*~2~, *x*~3~ has incompressibility condition

in conjunctive normal form. Combining vertices then yields a *k*-SAT problem---one posed as a large AND of *k*-term ORs where *k* is the maximum vertex degree in Γ, whose solutions are potential metastable states of *H*. If Γ contains no dioded (one-way) edges then these are all energy minima, with multiplicity determined by the number of orientations of the subgraph induced by those *e*∈*E* with *x*~*e*~=1; if there are multiple dioded edges, then some logical states may not be orientable. Input and output vertices simply add further logical conditions: the former force edges to assume 1 or 0 values according to the input vector **I**, and the dioded edges of the latter reduce to fixing the number of 1-valued output edges to be the number of inputs. In general, many active biological network processes might be fruitfully cast in logical terms: *P. polycephalum*, for instance, could be viewed as solving a constrained SAT problem to coarsen an initially fine foraging network[@b24][@b25].

The technology to implement AFN-based logic devices is now becoming available: electrostatically-driven colloids[@b13][@b15], self-propelled droplets[@b11], polar microfilaments[@b47], artificial extensile nematics[@b9] and microswimmer suspensions[@b17][@b19][@b39][@b48] all present feasible AML realization schemes capable of sustaining microfluidic matter transport. A particularly promising candidate for the experimental implementation of AML schemes could be dense suspensions of *Bacillus subtilis* bacteria, which spontaneously form robust unidirectional flows in loop-shaped microfluidic channels[@b19] provided the channel diameter is substantially smaller than the preferred bulk vortex size[@b49][@b50] (∼70 μm) of an unconfined suspension. Such microbial suspensions are also amenable to rectification through microfluidic ratchets[@b39][@b51][@b52], thus enabling unidirectional 'diode\' edges. With regard to the future, the ideas developed here can be readily expanded to realize more complex design strategies by combining the basic AFNs discussed above with additional external control mechanisms such as optical activation[@b53] or chemical patterning[@b4][@b54].

To conclude, AFNs present a flexible framework for biologically-rooted computing and autonomous lab-on-a-chip devices. The non-local effects resulting from the interaction of active flows within complex topologies present interesting advantages over classical computing. For instance, eavesdropping detection becomes near-trivial, as any snooping device installed within the network---or even on an ignored ground leg---is likely to fundamentally alter the ground states of the AFN, changing the output behaviour and rendering the intrusion obvious. Fully exploiting the global character of these systems to construct arbitrary computation will require innovative coupling of techniques from statistical physics, control theory and graph theory. Ultimately, this will lend insight into the natural optimization strategies that underly the balance between energy consumption and dissipation constraints present in biological systems.

Methods
=======

Numerical integration
---------------------

Simulations displayed in [Figs 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} were performed by numerically integrating the Langevin [equation (3)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} using the Euler--Maruyama method[@b55]. Diode (one-way) edges *e*∈*E*~+~ were enforced with reflective boundary conditions at *φ*~*e*~=0 by setting *φ*~*e*~→\|*φ*~*e*~\| at every integration step. [Figure 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} uses time step *δt*=2.5 × 10^−3^ and includes every 500th point up to *t*=10^6^, and [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} uses time step *δt*=5 × 10^−3^ and plots every 1000th point. Full Matlab code to perform these simulations is provided as [Supplementary Software](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Network determination
---------------------

Networks in [Figs 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} possessing ground states obeying the desired logical operations were determined analytically. The CNOT and CSWAP gates in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} were found by random search implemented in Mathematica. On generating a random graph Γ with a degree distribution , comprising chosen fixed numbers of degree-2 and 3 vertices and as many degree-1 vertices as total inputs and outputs, its ground states for all input combinations were determined by brute force evaluation over all discrete flows . Γ was then deemed a viable candidate if its ground states\' outputs were unique for each input combination and these outputs followed the desired truth table. The numbers of degree-2 and degree-3 vertices in were varied by trial and error until candidate graphs were found, typically taking on the order of thousands of random graph generations. The chosen candidates were refined by hand to remove unnecessary complexity, and ground states were re-evaluated analytically and further checked against brute-force numerical calculation.

Data availability
-----------------

Numerical integration code is provided in [Supplementary Software](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Any further data available on request to the corresponding author.
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![Elementary logical operations realized with AFNs.\
(**a**) An AFN whose ground states yield a simultaneous AND/OR gate. Either leg can be picked as the output depending on the operation desired, with the other sent to ground; alternatively, both could be used. Ground states for the four possible input combinations shown below, with active edges highlighted cyan. (**b**) Logical NOT can be realized by a powered gate with two ground legs, as required by mass conservation. (**c**) The NOT gate in **b** can be appended to the AND leg of **a** to yield NAND, provided the ground (OR) leg of **a** is lengthened to preserve the desired network states. (**d**) Output histograms of the NAND gate in **c** at non-zero noise amplitudes, with *βλ*=100 (magenta) and *βλ*=50 (cyan); incompressibility is fixed at *βμ*=500 in both (Methods). Each histogram comprises 8 × 10^5^ data points. Inset: histograms with log-scaled vertical axis.](ncomms15169-f1){#f1}

![A 1-bit memory circuit constructed using multi-stability.\
(**a**) AFN for a circuit with SR latch-like behaviour. *S* and *R* are set and reset inputs, respectively, used to control the network output *Q*. (**b**) With *S*=*R*=0, the network has two ground states corresponding to *Q*=0 and *Q*=1. Raising to *S*=1 forces an output of 1, which is maintained when *S* is released with high probability. Conversely, pulsing *R*=1 forces the system into the output 0 ground state after *R* is released. Mass conservation means that *Q*=1 while *R*=1; traditional SR latch behaviour could be achieved with an additional ground leg at the expense of network complexity. (**c**) With low but non-zero noise, simulation of the network Langevin dynamics at *βλ*=100, *βμ*=500 demonstrates the robust set--reset behaviour of the network (Methods).](ncomms15169-f2){#f2}

![Reversible logic gates.\
(**a**) A CNOT gate, which provides a reversible XOR, and its ground states. Though *C*~out~ always equals *C*~in~, it is not one flow path connecting the two. Instead, flow interactions mean that *C*~out~ is drawn from the power leg. (**b**) A Fredkin gate, or CSWAP, and its ground states. If *C*~in~=0, then *O*~1~=*X* and *O*~2~=*Y*; if *C*~in~=1, then *O*~1~=*Y* and *O*~2~=*X*. As AML is conservative, this gate needs no power or ground legs. Note that the all-zero input state has two ground states corresponding to clockwise and counterclockwise orientations of the flow loop. The gate implementations in **a**,**b** were determined by an exhaustive numerical ground state search over constrained random graphs (Methods).](ncomms15169-f3){#f3}
